2) Scope A. Included Products:
   - Concerning the pan capacity we suggest to harmonize the included products of gas and electric appliances in Section 2) Scope, Part A. Because we don't see any reason why they should differ.
   - What's meant with the pan capacity, racks or pans? There are electric appliances from different manufacturers that have a capacity of 2 steam pans per rack, that would be 20 * 2 steam pans per appliance for example. The included products (≤ 20 steam pans[smaller equal]) wouldn't fit then.
   - Combination ovens that cannot accommodate a single steam pan. Is it planned to include them into a later product specification?

4) Test Requirements Section F. Additional Test Reporting Requirements
   - Eloma agrees with the EPA to add the production capacity to the reported values in order to provide the customer with the maximum throughput potential of the ovens in connection with the tested energy efficiency performance values.